AA DIP 3 READING LIST 2009/10

Essential reading:

*Felix Guattari: The Three Ecologies*

Supporting Material:

*Verb: Crisis* - Editors Marion Ballesteros, Albert Ferre etc.

*Geologics: Geography, Bits and Architecture* by Vicente Guallart

*Atlas of the Dutch Urban Block* - Thoth Publishers Bussum

*Creative City* Maurizio Carta

*Dbook: Density, Data, Diagrams, Dwellings* Javier Mozas and Aurora Fernandez

*Density: New Collective Housing* Javier Mozas

*25 Housing Icons since 1980* – Architectural Papers IV ETH Zurich

*Situation: KCAP Architects & Planners* Kees Kristiaanse Mark Michaeli, Werner Sewing

*Accordia: Dwelling* Paul Drew Ivor Richards Keith Bradley Alison Brooks Richard Lavington

Basic/Essential Texts for all architects interested in urban design theory:

Jane Jacobs  *The Death and Life of Great American Cities*
Colin Rowe  *Collage City*
Manfredo Tafuri  *Capitalism and Utopia*
Le Corbusier  *Towards a new architecture*
Aldo Rossi  *The Architecture of the City*
Lewis Mumford  *The City in History: Its Origins, Its Transformations, and Its Prospects*
Rem Koolhaas  *Delirious New York*
Reyner Banham  *Los Angeles the Architecture of Four Ecologies*
Alan B Jacobs  *Great Streets*

Jan Gehl  *New City Spaces*

Deleuze & Guattari  *Capitalism & Schizophrenia Vol 2 A Thousand Plateaus: Ch. 12,13, 14*